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1 What is your name?

Name: Joe Godden

2 What is your email address?

Email: j.godden@basw.co.uk

3 Are you responding on behalf of an organisation?

Yes

If so, name of your organisation: BASW The College of Social Work

Please state your position: Professional Officer - England (Adult lead)

4 How would you classify your organisation?

Organisation type: Other

Other - please specify: Organisation acting for and on behalf of social workers in the UK

5 Role of GPs in public health: Are there additional ways in which we can ensure that GPs will continue to play a key role

in areas for which Public Health England will take responsibility?

Yes

Please explain your answer: Crucial that Local Authorities engage with GPs and pending GP consortia. This is an agenda that did take place in the 1980's early

nineties, but has got lost, particularly as Post of Public Health Medical Offiers disappeared and roles of PCTs developed.The White paper describes the

imporatance of local engagement and empowerment, this is to be welcomed and again, although not the same represents a return to emphasis on local - the

Munro report on the importance of locally based social work teams, coupled with other pending legislation and the de bureacratisation of social work as described

by the Social Work Reform Board and BASW will again help. In the 1970s there were GP based social workers, these social workers did a lot to help tackle social

issues that caused medical issues at a local level and the provision of social solutions for medical problems was of real benefit as well. An example that I recall

was real health problems caused by poor housing - the GPs and social workers worked to help support tenant associations. The tenant associations led to

material improvements in housing and environment and led to better mental health because of engagement.

6 Public Health evidence: What are the best opportunities to develop and enhance the availability, accessibility and utility

of public health information and intelligence?

Please explain your answer: This will vary from micro community to micro community. For many people the local (if it is local) GP surgeries have great potential

to provide health information and intellegence, however large proportions of the population rarely go to a GP and if they do they are not engaged other than on

the presenting illness. The health check projects on carers health, for example run by Trafford Carers centres has been very successful at intervening at relatively

early stages in health problems, helping to prevent carer breakdown (physical and mental)Other communites will need different solutions. Again examples of how

to tackle these sort of issues comes from the early 1990s - meetings of key agencies, including voluntary agencies, to look at health and social care needs of

populations at locality level. These sorts of initiatives were lost with the development of managerialism and top down performance indicators.

7 Public Health evidence: How can Public Health England address current gaps such as using the insights of behavioural

science, tackling wider determinants of health, achieving cost effectiveness, and tackling inequalities?

Please explain your answer: BASW not an expert on this, but there is a danger of measurement systems driving everything at the cost of outcomes. If there is

really trust in delegated local decision making then there needs to be local solutions developed to these issues. There is a great danger of central governement

templates as to what to measure, which will then become burdensome and open to manipulation and the great danger that the easily measurable will dominate. It

has to be accepted that for many public health issues there are complex determinants, which at best leads to information that indicates correlations not causality

8 Public Health evidence: What can wider partners nationally and locally contribute to improving the use of evidence in

public health?

Please explain your answer: As with 8 there has to be trust to delegate as much as possible to a local level. This will be an anathema to epidemiologists and

other statisticians, however as with the current performance measurements, so much when you did down is open to interpretation. Death rates from particular

causes, for example suicide, heart disease etc. vary enormously and a significant part of the reason for this is that different communities and countries record

statistics in different ways. Distortions grow even greater when there are targets.



9 Regulation of public health professionals: We would welcome views on Dr Gabriel Scally’s report. If we were to pursue

voluntary registration, which organisation would be best suited to provide a system of voluntary regulation for public

health specialists?

Please explain your answer: Health Professions Council - there is a lot of similarity of concepts with say social work, and OTs and the HPC have a good

regulatory framework.

10 Cross cutting issues: Please use this section if you want to comment on any cross cutting issues

Please explain your answer: Clearly there is a link between the various strands of Government Policy. - Health, Public Health, Adult Social Care, Children's etc.

This is going to be really challenging, particularly to avoid over complex structures at local level. Maybe the soltutions regarding implementing cross cutting need

to be locally developed?

11 Summary: What do you think the top 5 issues are in implementing the White Paper vision and related strategy and

proposals?

1: Central Governement having the courage to really let go

2: Local champions at a significantly senior level to act as ambassadors for this approach

3: Not spending too much time and energy trying to find standardised evidence of success

4: recognise the skills of professionals such as social workers who have worked in communities

5: Make things as local as possible and not one size fits all

Please explain your answer:
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